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IMPORTANT NOTICE: HOW TO READ THIS DOCUMENT 
This document is organized in two sections. Section one is dedicated at illustrating and reporting 
about project INNOCHALLENGE. If, as a reader, you are interested in H2020 INNOSUP projects, 
we advise you to read this section. Section two includes the actual Design Option for the new 
format of innovation support initiative for SMEs that was developed during project 
INNOCHALLENGE. If you are an innovation agency wishing to activate new effecting SME Open 
Innovation support programs based on the tenets of hackathons and innovation prizes, we highly 
recommend you to jump to this section, as it comes in the form of an actionable visual Guide. The 
Guide is also downloadable at the following URL: www.innochallenge-project.eu. 

 

 

  

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
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1. SECTION 1: Project InnoChallenge 

1.1 Executive summary 

According to the European Commission, public innovation agencies strive at keeping the pace of 

SME innovation support demand, and seek opportunities to implement programmes pivoted on new 

approaches. At the same time, in the recent years both the European Commission and various 

European countries made use of innovation prizes and challenges – otherwise called “inducement 

prizes” – to spark innovation opportunities to market and societal problems on a demand-driven 

competitive basis. However, few examples of good practices are currently available, and almost no 

practical implementation guidelines are accessible to innovation agencies willing to adopt such 

approach towards SME at a regional level. 

The INNOCHALLENGE Project aimed at building capacity in European innovation agencies to 

adopt challenge-driven initiatives supporting innovation within SMEs. In particular, the project sought 

to allow innovation agencies to (i) become capable to acknowledge the operating principles of 

existing Innovation Challenge within different policy and regulatory frameworks; (ii) learn how to 

design new and tailored formats of Innovation Challenges that are more capable to respond to 

contextual and territorial specificities; iii) get ready to activate such initiatives to better support 

innovation in SMEs. Project duration was twelve months. 

To reach such goals, starting May 2018 the project collected good practices of existing initiatives 

(within and beyond project partners); good practices were presented and discussed during three 

peer learning workshops hosted by project partners. Finally, all learning and know-how was 

captured into an actionable Guide designed to be utilized by professionals working at innovation 

agencies wishing to activate Innovation Challenges to support SMEs. This way, the Guide serves as 

a tool to fully understand the new support instrument and to design a variety of “Design Options”, 

tailored to innovation agencies’ specific contexts. The guide is now available at www.innochallenge-

project.eu, and is also embedded in the section 2 of this Document for reporting purposes. 

Innovation agencies interested in understanding all about Innovation Challenges are strongly 

recommended to go and download the Guide from the above-mentioned link, for a full learning 

experience.  

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
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1.2 Project partners 

 

HIT - HUB INNOVAZIONE TRENTINO supports regional business 
innovation and development through advanced technology transfer and 
innovation, fostering investments in new technologies, promoting new 
company creation and running open innovation programmes to address 
industry challenges. www.trentinoinnovation.eu 
 
 

 

BUSINESS OULU is an enterprise owned by the City of Oulu. BusinessOulu 
is responsible for implementing Oulu's industry policies, and providing 
growth companies with development services. BusinessOulu creates an 
operating environment for businesses and entrepreneurship that promotes 
employment and the creation, operation, growth and competitiveness of 
companies. www.businessoulu.com 
 
 

 

Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech), the only technological university 

in Estonia, is the flagship of Estonian engineering and technology education. 

TalTech is to become one of the leading technological universities in the 

Baltic Sea region. TalTech run Mektory innovation centre and startup 

incubator and accelerator. www.ttu.ee 

1.3 Background and rationale of the project 

Innovation prizes have notoriously been utilized in history to source viable solutions to major societal 

technological challenges1. In recent years, a variety of Open innovation Intermediaries (many of 

which ran as businesses) raised on the market, making available services applying mechanisms at 

the basis of innovation prizes to connect companies pursuing innovation with suppliers of 

innovation (other companies, free-lancers, researchers, as well as retired professionals)2. 

Despite the availability of such innovation support initiatives and platforms on the market, the 

mainstream of innovation support programmes to SMEs from national and regional EU innovation 

agencies remain rather focussed on the provision of subsidies, R&D grants, and innovation 

vouchers3. Instead, according to the Annual Report on European SMEs of the European 

Commission, SMEs expect to be provided with connection with business support (coaching) (77%), 

or being helped in attracting talents and more qualified staff (77%)4.  

According to a recent study from the Inno Partnering Forum, innovation agencies are in fact bottom-

up experimenting a wider set of innovation-value adding support initiatives to SMEs; some of 

these come in the form of challenge-driven and prize-oriented initiatives, such as hackathons, idea 

challenges, start-up competition5. Not only these initiatives appear to be more aligned with SMEs 

expectations: they also imply to a more SME-demand-led approach, and position innovation 

                                                
1 Murray, F., Stern, S., Campbell, G., & MacCormack, A. (2012). Grand Innovation Prizes: A theoretical, normative, and 

empirical evaluation. Research Policy, 41(10), 1779–1792.  
2 Gassmann, O., Enkel, E., & Chesbrough, H. (2010). The future of Open Innovation. R&D Management, 40(3), 213–221.   
3 TAFTIE. (2014). Towards a comparative overview of innovation programmes in Europe Benchmark report 2012-2014 of 
Taftie’s Structural Network on Benchmarking.  
4 TAFTIE. (2016). Intermediate Report Assessment of needs and existing initiatives, 1–25. 
5 Ibid. 

http://www.trentinoinnovation.eu/
http://www.businessoulu.com/
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agencies as innovation intermediaries towards SMEs, and concern the delivery of knowledge 

intensive business services, as recommended by OECD6. 

Besides that, in the recent years, the European Commission itself started funding and utilizing 

challenges and prizes: see for instance the five pioneering Horizons Prizes7. However, currently 

these instruments are designed to address societal challenges or major technological gaps: at the 

moment their scope goes far beyond business issues faced by SMEs. Differently, research centres 

and universities have been activating innovation challenges targeting industries and their 

problems at a regional scale, though holding a research or educational scope, overall8. 

Existing formats supporting inbound Open Innovation in companies and governments can be 

adapted and improved to avoid barriers for achieving impact on SMEs. First of all, the large majority 

of prizes are organized to solve a large problem impacting the society as a whole: these are the 

so-called “grand challenges”. Similarly, prizes are ran to source technological solutions to one 

beneficiary only – normally a large institution such as a large company or a governmental agency9. 

Furthermore, research shows how Open Innovation web-based platforms utilizing the prize format 

to source solutions to industrial problems from large crowds of solvers are hardly accessible by 

SMEs due to a lack of know-how, R&D structure, costs and language barriers10. 

Examples of more accessible regional-level innovation prizes, possibly targeting more than one 

company at time exist, but they are organized mainly by education institution: such prizes involve 

undergraduates as problem solvers, and pursue mainly educational goals. Overall quality of 

outputs may not meet quality standards of SMEs. Similarly, issues related to management of 

Intellectual Property Right (IPR) may not be appropriately addressed, therefore hindering the 

complete exploitation of outputs by companies11. 

Finally, many innovation prizes organized by education institutions at a regional scale may not be 

informed by specific industrial problems, such as challenges at a product or technology level. Rather, 

most of them appear to have a speculative scope and come in the form of idea contests, and 

therefore are capable of delivering business ideas, product ideas, social impact project ideas, and 

so forth – yet not solutions to technological challenges12. More has to be done to meet SMEs 

innovation expectations and capabilities: scope of project INNOCHALLENGE has been to 

investigate and design new formats of Innovation Challenges capable to impact on SME 

innovation support needs, as the below figure shows. 

                                                
6 OECD (2011). Reviews of Regional Innovation: Regions and Innovation Policy. 
7 Full description of Horizons Prizes is available here. More projects have been funded within INNOSUP-04-2016: SMEs 
for social innovation – Challenge platform. More information here. 
8 A notable example is the “DEMOLA” initiative. Full information is available here. 
9 Masters W. A. and Delbecq B. (2008), Accelerating Innovation with Prize Rewards: History and Typology of Technology 
Prizes and a New Contest Design for Innovation in African Agriculture, International Food Policy Research Institute, no. 
December: 1–44. 
10 Chesbrough H. W. and Vanhaverbeke W. (2018), Open Innovation and Public Policy in the EU with Implications for 
SMEs, Researching Open Innovation in SMEs, 455–92. 
11 Adamczyk S. et al. (2012), Innovation Contests: A Review, Classification and Outlook, Creativity and Innovation 
Management 21 (4): 335–60. 
12 McKinsey (2009), And the Winner Is...: Capturing the Promise of Philanthropic Prizes, Literature/Film Quarterly, 123. 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/horizon-prizes
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/innosup-04-2016.html
https://www.demola.net/
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Fig. 1: Working model of Innovation Challenges supporting SMEs needs. 

 

1.4 Objectives, workplan and executed activities  

We thoroughly share these information as we found the project planning underpinning 

INNOCHALLENGE was very effective – also considering the tight schedule and available budget. In 

the below table are synthetized the strategic and specific objectives of project INNOCHALLENGE, 

along with KPIs and targets.  

Strategic objective  Specific objective  KPI  Target  

1. Allow innovation agencies to 
engage in effective peer-learning 
activities aimed at mastering the 
design and execution of innovation 
challenges.  

Sharing good practices covering 
existing innovation challenges and 
other support initiatives based on new 
topics and approaches via three 
Twinning+ face-to-face workshops.  

# peer learning 
workshops  

3  

2. Allow innovation agencies to join 
forces to explore and design 
challenge-driven support initiatives 
targeting innovation needs from 
SMEs, and capable of sourcing 
solutions from research players.  

Designing a novel challenge-driven 
open innovation initiative targeting 
high-growth-potential SMEs through 
one face-to-face service design 
workshop.  

# service 
design 
workshops  

1  

3. Make it possible for innovation 
agencies to get ready to activate a 
challenge-driven SME support 
initiative locally, and to tailor it on 
the basis of existing regional 
specificities and policies.  

Delivering a practical and actionable 
guide illustrating how to activate and 
manage innovation challenges 
supporting specific targets of SMEs, in 
the frame of Regional Smart 
Specialization Strategies and other 
existing SME-support programmes.  

# Design 
Option Papers 
(DOP)  

1  

 

Project INNOCHALLENGE revolved around the three following tasks, each of which enduring 4 

months: 

Task 1: Tracking good practices [Start month: 1; End month: 4]: Lead: HIT; Contributors: All. 

Project partners arranged a template to be used to collect a selection of existing good practices of 

Innovation Challenges. Detailed information on the existing initiative were collected on each good 

practice, namely: beneficiaries, sponsor organizations, executing organization, activities, 

input/output and processes, involved knowledge and methods, IP policy, rewarding mechanisms 

(e.g. prizes), schedule, budget, KPIs and evaluation methods, and so on. Another section was 
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devoted to collect lessons learned and suggestions for improvement. A total of 10 good practices 

were collected, each of which featured many pages of texts (filled templates). We did not include the 

full good practice collection into this deliverable, nor in the website, for space reason. However, 

shorter versions of the good practice descriptions (one pagers) were made available both on project 

website (www.innochallenge-project.eu) as well as on the Guide, featuring more detailed 

information. We make available the template utilized to collect and describe good practices at this 

link, as we think it could be useful to other projects with a similar scope. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: INNOCHALLENGE website page featuring the 
downloadable good practices (www.innochallenge-

project.eu). 

 
 

Fig. 3: Example of one Innovation Challenge good 
practice available on the website: one-page description 

with contact information to reach out to organizers. 

 

 

Task 2: Peer learning workshops [Start month: 5; End month: 8]: Lead: BO; Contributors: All. 

Collected good practices were presented within three peer learning workshops, each of which 

organized by one project partner. These workshops were designed to act as hands-on learning 

opportunities for members of innovation agencies, personnel from research and innovation, SME 

representative organizations, researchers, as well as policy makers; participants came from both 

hosting regions, as well as by nearby regions. Workshops were held in Oulu (FI), 17/10/2018; Trento 

(IT), 28/11/2018; Tallinn (EE), 11/12/2018. Altogether workshops involved about 100 participants. 

Printed versions of the collected good practices “one pagers” were printed and distributed during 

workshops. 

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3b6e4d_e85e137931a145368f3e2d7f0d8a50b3.docx?dn=Innochallenge_Good%20Practice%20template_6-2
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3b6e4d_e85e137931a145368f3e2d7f0d8a50b3.docx?dn=Innochallenge_Good%20Practice%20template_6-2
http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
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Fig. 4: Promotional poster of one of the three INNOCHALLENGE peer learning workshops (Trento, 28/11/2018). 

 

Task 3: Design of the new initiative [Start month: 9; End month: 12]: Lead: MK; Contributors: All. 

One service design workshop was finally held, involving project partners only, with the aim of crafting 

a Canvas to design Innovation Challenges, plus suggestions for implementation. The Canvas 

consisted in an evolution of the template initially utilized to collect the good practices, though with 

adjustments made in the light of discussions stemmed from peer learning workshops, and the service 

design workshop itself. The tools and know how developed during this workshop acted as the core 

contents of a Guide that has been crafted and produced afterwards, also with the support of an 

external graphic design agency. A considerable effort has been put in designing and developing the 

Guide in order to ensure its ease of use. 

1.5 Capturing our Design Option: Innovation Challenges to support SME 

needs 

Innovation Challenges are initiatives that use the operating logic of innovation prizes that can be 

utilized by innovation agencies to allow SMEs to connect and collaborate with other actors to the 

extent of achieving innovation, at a business, product, service or technology level13. 

In Innovation Challenges, SMEs work hands-on with students, researchers, or other companies to 

the extent of finding solutions to industrial needs. Solutions are intended to be very actionable and 

come in form of new technology or business ideas, prototypes, or insight from field testing. 

Challenges, like prizes, are normally featured by competitive settings: they make available incentives 

for “solvers” who work on developing viable solutions. 

                                                
13 Doppio N. et al. (2019), Innovation Prizes to Implement Regional Open Innovation policies for Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises: a Case Study from an Italian Public-funded Intermediary, XXX ISPIM Innovation Conference 2019, Florence. 
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Innovation agencies in Europe have been experimenting in designing and running Innovation 

Challenges. Although these come in different shapes, research shows that Innovation Challenges – 

like innovation prizes – often have in common a number of structural elements: they aim at 

impacting to specific beneficiaries (e.g. SMEs from a given industry); they source solutions to 

problems from certain suppliers (a.k.a. “solvers”); they award prizes and make available incentives; 

and so on)14. Altogether, the interplay of these elements determines the design space of an 

Innovation Challenge: by changing the profile of these elements (e.g. who are the solvers? Or: what 

kind of problem-solving activities do we want to make available?) allows to design new formats of 

Challenges, aiming at achieving specific results and impacts towards certain types of SMEs and/or 

industries in given contexts. 

On the basis of the analysis and discussion of the collected good practices, INNOCHALLENGE 

project partners identified twelve “building blocks” (structural elements) of an Innovation Challenge. 

These were captured into a synthetic framework that was called “The Innovation Challenge Design 

Canvas” (the Business Model Canvas15 was taken as a benchmark reference point). The canvas 

represents the core of the Guide: its purpose is not only to show at a glance how an Innovation 

Challenge is structured, but also to act as a template to be utilized by innovation agencies to ideate, 

discuss and design new formats of Innovation Challenges, tailored to specific contexts. The 

Innovation Challenge Design Canvas is encapsulated in the Guide, which is freely downloadable at: 

www.innochallenge-project.eu. 

 

Fig. 6: The innovation Challenge Design Canvas. 

                                                
14 Murray, Fiona, Scott Stern, Georgina Campbell, and Alan MacCormack. (2012), Grand Innovation Prizes: A Theoretical, 
Normative, and Empirical Evaluation, Research Policy 41 (10). Elsevier B.V.: 1779–92. 
15 Osterwalder, A., & Pigneur, Y. (2010), Business Model Generation, Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley. 

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
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Along with the Canvas, the Guide offers a thorough description of each of these twelve “building 

blocks”, including examples and tips on how to address each of these elements while designing a 

new Innovation Challenge. 

Beside the Canvas, the Guide also provides the reader with step-by-step guidelines on how to 

plan and implement an Innovation Challenge (Challenge Implementation Journey), and useful 

suggestions from Open Innovation and prize experts on how to successfully run one Innovation 

Challenge. Finally, the Guide features the collection of 10 good practices of Innovation Challenges 

(this time illustrated also by means of one filled Canvas per each good practice). 

 

Fig. 7: Contents of the Guide: The Canvas, a Journey Map, and a collection of good practices. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Example of one good practice of Innovation Challenge described by means of the Canvas. 
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2. SECTION 2: A guide for innovation agencies to activate 

Innovation Challenges 
 

 

In the following pages we embedded the Guide delivered by project INNOCHALLENGE. For a 
better experience, we strongly advise the reader to go and download a Pdf version of the Guide 

at the following address: www.innochallenge-project.eu. 

 

   

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu/
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In recent years of increased global com-
petition, European Small and Medium En-
terprises (SMEs) have been forced to boost 
their innovation capacity to react quickly 
to changing market demands. The European 
Union, Member States, and European regions 
have a number of programmes to support 
innovation in SMEs, including grants and fi-
nancing for R&D and businesses. In addition 
to such support, SMEs need services that help 
them innovate faster and more effectively, 
with improved access to skills and smarter 
supply chains to source ideas and solutions 
with an Open Innovation approach.

A variety of innovation support pro-
grammes have been tried throughout Europe. 
Some of these programmes are designed 
to leverage new and lean formats such as 
hackathons and prizes, and the regional di-
mension has demonstrated to be effective in 
fostering participation, through programmes 
implemented by intermediaries such as pub-
lic innovation agencies.

Nicola Doppio
Innovation Officer,  

HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino 

Luca Mion
Head of Innovation, 

HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino 

Satu Väinämö
Digihealth Hub, University of Oulu

Katre Purga
Startup Hub Manager, Mektory, TalTech

Pirjo Koskiniemi
Manager, Innovation Services, Business Oulu

Foreword from the authors
This guide is developed in the context of 

INNOCHALLENGE (innochallenge-project.
eu), a project funded by the European Com-
mission that identifies several regional initia-
tives that support Open Innovation, including 
hackathons, prizes, and innovation challeng-
es for the benefit of SMEs. The aim is to help 
innovation agencies design and implement 
new initiatives to further strengthen the in-
novation capacity of SMEs.

The guide provides innovation agencies 
with details of existing programmes in Eu-
rope, setting out the underpinning principles 
and the experience of good practice, with 
guidelines to help replicate the initiatives in 
other regions. 

The authors
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Innovation agencies can organize Innova-
tion Challenges to help SMEs find ideas and 
solutions to business and technological prob-
lems through the involvement of external 
contributors (e.g. other companies, research-
ers, freelancers, or students).

Three valuable tools are presented for 
learning how to design and implement an In-
novation Challenge:

 
1. CANVAS: a framework for understanding 

what the building blocks of an Innovation 
Challenge are. Print it out and apply 
post-its to delineate your new Innovation 
Challenge. 

What’s inside
2. JOURNEY MAP: all the steps required 

to implement an Innovation Challenge: 
from its inception (e.g. defining goals 
and expected impacts) to execution and 
follow up. 

3. EXAMPLES: a collection of ten examples 
of Innovation Challenges designed 
to support different types of SMEs in 
different industries and technology 
sectors. Find inspiration and contact 
the organizers for full details on how to 
replicate them!

Suggested further reading references are 
linked in the text and listed at the end of the 
Guide.
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SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISES NEED 
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

Current mainstream innovation policies for 
SMEs – on European, national, and regional 
levels – remain centred on traditional instru-
ments like provision of subsidies, R&D grants, 
and innovation vouchers. However, according 
to policy documents from the European Com-
mission, SMEs are more in need of added val-
ue services like business support (e.g. coach-
ing, 77%) including innovation activities, and 
help in attracting talent and more qualified 
staff (77%) [1].

Typical traditional innovation policies tar-
geting SMEs might include direct government 
funding for R&D, or patent and tax credits for 
companies investing in R&D, and are rooted 
in the closed innovation era since they tar-
get single SMEs as beneficiaries [2].

What’s it for?
Nowadays companies are increasingly in-

volved in global networks of large and small 
technology partners, and innovation often 
occurs as a result of knowledge spillovers 
between companies and within industrial 
clusters and agglomerations [3].

This evolution presents a challenge for 
the innovation bodies entrusted by nation-
al or regional governments to develop and 
implement innovation support programmes 
for SMEs: how to design and launch new in-
itiatives and services capable of supporting 
innovation in SMEs?
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OPEN INNOVATION CAN MAKE THE 
DIFFERENCE

Open Innovation occurs when a company 
finds ideas and solutions to improve and in-
novate products and processes by collabo-
rating with third parties such as clients or 
suppliers. Open Innovation has become the 
new norm for companies seeking to innovate 
with excellence [4].

However, Open Innovation requires con-
siderable R&D resources (facilities, skills, pro-
cesses) and is therefore more common in big 
enterprises than in small companies. SMEs 
encounter numerous obstacles to Open In-
novation, including lack of financial resourc-
es for R&D, lack of innovation management 
competence and methodology, more limited 
time frames, and difficulty collaborating with 
academic institutions [5] [6].

There are many measures that can posi-
tively improve Open Innovation in SMEs and 
these should be taken into account by innova-
tion agencies.

One is improving their “absorption capac-
ity”, i.e., the ability to recognize the value of 
new information, assimilate it, and apply it to 
commercial ends [7] [8]. This can be pursued 
through non-monetary support activities like 
networking and awareness raising [5] [9].

Open Innovation in SMEs is also influenced 
by their interactions with the Regional In-
novation Ecosystem (RIE), regarding for ex-
ample their proximity and relationships with 
higher education institutions [10]. Research 
in this area clearly suggests that innovation 
policy makers ought to shift support from sin-
gle firms to the RIE [11].

Regional innovation intermediaries can 
play a crucial role in this by helping SMEs 
establish partners and providing innovation 
governance functions for activating initia-
tives on the RIE level [12].
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THE CENTRE FOR CHALLENGE 
PRIZES AT NESTA.UK

Nesta is a charity funded by the UK 
government that pioneers the execu-
tion of innovation prizes for social in-
novation purposes. Nesta has launched 
the Centre for Challenge Prizes, provid-
ing comprehensive guidelines on how 
to design and execute innovation priz-
es [22].

INNOVATION PRIZES: A TOOL FOR BIG 
CHALLENGES

Innovation prizes are Open Innovation ini-
tiatives that offer incentives for advancing re-
search, technology, and generally addressing 
unsolved innovation problems that often 
impact society as a whole [13] [14] [15].

Prizes were traditionally offered by gov-
ernments for technological breakthroughs, 
solving major social challenges, or advancing 
technologies. However, over the last decade 
they have increasingly become effective 
tools for large companies to support in-
bound Open Innovation, mainly involving end 
customers, technology experts, and suppliers 
in new product development activities [3] [4] 
[16] [17]. Large companies also utilize prizes 
to identify talents and investment opportuni-
ties, or find cheaper alternatives to in-house 
research and development [28].

Along with prizes, a variety of Open Inno-
vation intermediaries have appeared on the 
market (many adopting web-based business 
platforms). They identify new ideas or tech-
nological solutions for client companies by 
means of contests, making innovation prizes 
available “as a service” [19] [20].

Their success in supporting innovation 
in companies led to prizes being recognized 
and studied as effective innovation policy 
instruments [21]. Early guidelines for inno-
vation intermediaries (including non-profit or 
public-funded agencies) were developed on 
how to successfully design innovation prizes 
for other purposes, not necessarily regarding 
major social or technological challenges [22] 
[23] [24].
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NEW FORMATS ARE NEEDED TO SUPPORT 
SMEs

Existing formats supporting inbound Open 
Innovation in companies and governments 
can be adapted and improved to overcome 
the barriers to their implementation in SMEs.

The first barrier is that the great majority 
of prizes are organized around solving major 
problems that impact society as a whole, the 
so-called “next big thing”. Prizes also tend to 
be designed to provide technological solu-
tions for a single beneficiary, typically a large 
institution like a large company or govern-
ment agency [25].

Research has shown how Open Innovation 
web-based platforms utilizing the prize for-
mat to find solutions for industrial problems 
among large numbers of potential solvers 
are barely accessible by SMEs due to lack of 
know-how and R&D facilities, costs, and lan-
guage barriers [9].

Examples do exist of more accessible re-
gional-level innovation prizes, possibly tar-
geting more than one company at a time, but 
these are mostly organized by educational 
institutions and involve undergraduates as 
problem solvers, largely pursuing education-
al goals. Their overall output quality might 
not meet the standards of SMEs, and issues 
of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) are some-
times not appropriately managed, hindering 
full exploitation of the results by companies 
[26].

Many innovation prizes organized by edu-
cation institutions are on a regional scale and 
do not address specific industrial challenges 
for a product or technology. Instead, most of 
them appear to be speculative in scope, as-
suming the form of idea contests, capable of 
delivering business, product, or social impact 
ideas, but without specific solutions to tech-
nological challenges [23] [26].

More needs to be done to promote the 
aspirations and capabilities for innovation 
among SMEs.
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INNOVATION CHALLENGES: A TOOL TO 
SUPPORT SMEs 

Innovation Challenges are initiatives that 
apply the logic of prizes organized by inno-
vation agencies to allow SMEs to connect and 
collaborate with other entities in order to 
achieve innovation in business, products, ser-
vices, or technology [27].

In Innovation Challenges, SMEs work 
hands-on with students, researchers, or other 
companies in a search for solutions to indus-
trial problems. The solutions are intended to 
be very practical and in form of new technol-
ogy or business ideas, prototypes, or insights 
from field testing. Challenges, like prizes, are 
normally framed competitively, offering in-
centives for “solvers” who work towards via-
ble solutions.

Innovation agencies in Europe have been 
experimenting in the design and implementa-
tion of Innovation Challenges. These come in 
different shapes and sizes, but share a num-
ber of structural elements (e.g. they all have 
beneficiaries, contributors, regulations, a 
given timeline, etc.). Looking closely at these 
elements reveals the operating logic of an 
Innovation Challenge, and also enables the 
design of new versions of Innovation Chal-
lenge, aiming for specific results and impacts 
among certain types of SMEs and industries.

This guide explains the “building blocks” of 
an Innovation Challenge, and how to combine 
their effects in order to design your own In-
novation Challenge.



Design your 
own innovation 
Challenge!

2.
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WHAT ARE INNOVATION CHALLENGES

Innovation Challenges are initiatives that 
allow SMEs to connect and collaborate with 
other actors to the extent of achieving inno-
vation, at a business, product, or technology 
level.

Innovation Challenges may be ran to sup-
port SMEs (one or more) in sourcing ideas 
and concept (at both a product or business 
level), or early technological solutions (e.g. 
coding) from other professionals, research-
ers, students or other (normally) smaller com-
panies such as startups.

In other cases, Innovation Challenges may 
be designed to facilitate the contact and in-
itial collaboration between the targeted 
SMEs and larger corporates (or even public 
companies) with the extent of designing new 
products or establishing new partnerships.

In whatever case, Innovation Challenges 
are complex multi-stakeholder initiatives that 
needs to be carefully designed, planned and 
executed by innovation agencies: indeed, 
from a management point of view, they may 
compare to both a service provision (they 
need to deliver added value to companies) 
and an event (they involve many people with 
different expectations).

RUNNING AN INNOVATION CHALLENGE 
REQUIRES PLANNING

Running an Innovation Challenge requires 
considerable effort: the problems and solu-
tions involved are normally highly complex, 
often involving advanced technology and 
science; achieving the required results often 
involves numerous actors in different roles 
across a wide social horizon; the time, budget 
and knowledge available are normally limit-
ed; problems and solutions can involve intel-

lectual property that needs to be respected. 
Overall, the design and execution of a Chal-
lenge requires high-level innovation man-
agement skills.

However: no need to panic! The task can 
be more easily achieved by breaking it down 
into smaller steps. This is the purpose of our 
Canvas, displaying all the elements you 
need to design and plan if you decide to run 
an Innovation Challenge.



WHY?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

WHAT? HOW?

9. Governance

10. Business Model

11. IPR

12. Regulations
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THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A INNOVATION 
CHALLENGE

Innovation Challenges consist of twelve 
building blocks: each one needs to be defined 
for a complete, customized Innovation Chal-
lenge, ready for implementation.

Some of these blocks regard the reason 
WHY you want run a Challenge: the problems 
to be solved, by which companies, what out-
puts and impacts could be delivered. Other 
blocks regard WHAT will be done to achieve 
these results: the problems-solving activities 
that the Challenge will deploy, and the kind 
of innovators involved. Finally, it is necessary 
to decide HOW to manage all the operational 
aspects of the initiative.

 
Each of the twelve blocks will be illustrat-

ed, along with examples and tips on how to 
approach one. Together the twelve blocks 
comprise a design framework for your own 
Innovation Challenge: the Innovation Chal-
lenge Design Canvas.

Copyright © 2019 HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino, Business Oulu, TalTech. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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1. Goal
Innovation Challenges are ran to support Open Innovation in SMEs. However, 

an innovation agency may also wish to achieve specific strategic goals via a Chal-
lenge. For example, a Challenge could be expected to impact both SMEs and other 
participants. Clarifying these strategic aspects at the very beginning is crucial in 
order to avoid problems down the road.

WHY?

• Ask yourself: why are you doing all this? 
What impact do you want to achieve on 
participants, especially in SMEs?

• Try to keep a narrow focus, e.g. target 
companies in specific industries, or focus 
on specific technologies.

OPTIONS
• Facilitate Open 

Innovation in SMEs

• Raise SME awareness 
about certain 
technologies/
methodologies

• Support matchmaking 
and community building 
between SMEs

• Create new business 
opportunities between 
SMEs and Large 
Enterprises

• Before starting to design a Challenge 
from scratch, look at the nine exam-
ples of Innovation Challenge this Guide 
provides: can you find any with the same 
Goal? They might provide inspiration.

TIPS
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2. Seekers

TIPS

Seekers are organizations (maybe more than one) that are facing one or more 
innovation problems and looking for answers. These might be the SMEs you want 
to support, or even Larger Enterprises (LE) you want to connect with SMEs. The 
seeker acts as “the client” of the initiative: the one who defines a specific problem 
or opportunity, and hopes to find some form of innovation via the Challenge.

WHY?

• Address seekers who have enough inno-
vation capacity (skills, process) to express 
their problems and effectively collabo-
rate with other parties.

• It’s crucial only to address seekers with a 
high level of commitment: they need to 
allocate time and effort to fully exploit 
the potential of an Innovation Challenge. 

• Deliver value to seekers and be lean: 
companies do not have time to waste.

• Select seekers before solvers if you want 
to prioritize their expectations.

• It might be necessary to define crite-
ria for selecting seekers (e.g. if there is 
widespread demand to take part in the 
Challenge): if you are acting as a public 
agency it may be necessary to publish an 
open call for selection.

• If the seeker is an LE or public organisa-
tion (and solvers are SMEs) it needs to be 
attractive ("known and big") and provide 
lucrative possibilities.

OPTIONS
• One or more SMEs  

from a given industry

• One large enterprise

• Public administrations
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3. Challenge
This is the innovation issue that entices seekers to take part to the Innovation 

Challenge. It could be a technical problem with a production process, a design 
problem related to the development of a new product, or an aspect of business. A 
challenge may also offer an opportunity. The challenge is what solvers will actively 
work on in their “problem solving” activities.

WHY?

• The challenge must regard a specific 
product/project/business issue of the 
seeker: the scope needs to be quite nar-
row, otherwise expectations might not 
be met.

• The challenge should be clearly stated 
not only in terms of the existing prob-
lem, but also the desired scenario that 
the seeker hopes to achieve (start-at-
the-end). This will allow problems to be 
translated into specific objectives and as-
signed to a solver, increasing the chance 
of achieving viable solutions.

• The challenge needs to be attractive to 
solvers (must be innovative), and should 
open up business opportunities to all the 
parties involved.

• Clearly identifying a challenge requires 
innovation management skills: the seeker 
should be supported by the Challenge 
organizer in this process.

OPTIONS
• Technological problems

• Product development 
issues

• Issues with existing 
products

• Offering new services 
(extending the portfolio)

TIPS
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4. Solutions
This is the usable value-adding result that the seeker hopes to obtain from the 

Challenge, which should be the solution to the innovation problem submitted by 
the seeker, or significant progress towards its solution. It is the main motivation 
for seekers taking part in the Challenge, and something they are prepared to pay 
for.

WHY?

• The solution is what solvers are expected 
to deliver at the end of the Initiative. It 
is critical that both solvers and seekers 
have a clear picture of what a solution 
might look like. Provide examples and 
clarify what actual deliverables are ex-
pected.

• To maximize impact, solutions should 
not be just speculative ideas but more 
mature, usable, and possibly validated 
innovation delivered to the seekers (e.g. 
prototypes).

OPTIONS
• New technical solutions

• Product / service / 
business concepts or 
prototypes

• Improvements to existing 
products or processes

• Insights from real life 
tests with users and pilot 
trialsTIPS

• Solutions must be feasible and achieva-
ble by solver during the Challenge. Keep 
it simple: don’t overcomplicate.

• Solutions should be fully exploitable and 
acquirable by the seeker as soon as pos-
sible after the end of the Challenge. This 
involves both practical and legal aspects 
to be taken care for in advance (see the 
IPR block).
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5. Activities
Activities are the problem-solving actions required to deliver solutions to the 

challenge. These include intellectual work related to specific and often innovative 
methodologies, requiring high level skills and know-how. Does the Challenge in-
volve designing? Coding? Prototyping? Developing technology? Business model-
ling? Piloting / testing?

WHAT?

• Activities should be defined in advance 
by the organizer, possibly indicating 
standard methodologies to guide solvers 
during the innovation work and enable 
them to deliver the required solutions. 

• Involve experts in these methodologies 
in the definition of activities, as well as 
facilitators / mentors to support the 
solvers.

• Consider what skills and how much effort 
will be required to execute activities: 
solvers need to be well motivated and 
committed to complete them.

OPTIONS
• Coding (e.g. hackathons)

• Ideation and design  
(e.g. design sprint)

• Prototyping

• Business modelling / 
planning

• Testing & Piloting studies

TIPS

• Be careful not to overlook other resourc-
es that might be needed to conduct the 
activities.

• Consider to what extent the seeker will 
have to participate in activities in order 
to achieve the best outcome (e.g. taking 
part in meetings, etc.). Agree with the 
seeker the degree of commitment re-
quired from them.
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6. Solvers
Solvers are the people or organizations conducting the activities and ultimately 

arriving at the solutions the seeker is hoping for. They can be individuals, teams, 
or even companies, and they normally compete to deliver the best solution. They 
act as the “suppliers” of the Innovation Challenge and they also must perceive ob-
vious added value from taking part in the Initiative.

WHAT?

• Dynamic people/companies capable of 
addressing the problems and succeeding 
in the activities should be selected. A 
lot of effort will be required to establish 
relationships, promote the Initiative, and 
possibly select them (if applicable).

• Solvers must be prepared and committed 
to the activities and also prepared to go 
the extra mile to achieve outstanding 
results.

OPTIONS
• Students organized  

in teams

• Startups

• SMEs

• Freelance  
professionals

TIPS

• If students are involved, it will proba-
bly be necessary to create teams and / 
or provide training. Doing this yourself 
gives greater control over the process 
but is time consuming.

• Select solvers before seekers if you want 
to design the Challenge starting from 
their expectations or capabilities.

• Once solvers agree to take part in an 
Initiative, make sure they are fully com-
mitted and keep them engaged before it 
begins. Consider overbooking solvers to 
provide cover for drop-outs.
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7. Incentives
Incentives are the motivational elements that induce solvers to take part in an 

Challenge and try their hardest to deliver the best solution. Incentives can be fi-
nancial or otherwise (e.g. improving know how, networking, visibility) and they 
might be awarded to certain solvers or all participants.

WHAT?

• Clearly explain to solvers what they stand 
to gain by taking part in the Initiative.

• The incentives should be something of 
real value to solvers, and this should be 
investigated in advance.

• Think beyond money: some solvers may 
be more motivated by advancing their ca-
reers and skills via networking, visibility, 
and new collaboration opportunities.

OPTIONS
• Monetary rewards

• Travel to relevant 
conferences, fairs or 
events

• Career development and 
business connections (e.g. 
likely collaboration with 
seeker)

TIPS

• Define in advance what criteria will be 
applied to award incentives (if applica-
ble).

• Balance competition and cooperation. 
When designing award criteria, bear 
in mind that rewards and prizes create 
competition between solvers. Sometimes 
cooperation is preferable rather than just 
competition between solvers. Consider 
ways of enhancing it.
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8. Timeline
This involves the timing of the whole Initiative, with all its milestones, stages, 

and events. The most significant part is the time required to carry out the activi-
ties. Preparatory actions need to be planned too, including the promotion of the 
Initiative, selection of seekers and solvers, training (if applicable). Follow up is also 
important. Overall, the timeline should be consistent with the expected results.

WHAT?

• Use this block to design the overall time-
line of the initiative and its stages. Allo-
cate time for preparation and launching. 
Try to define a Gantt chart.

• Short time frames (e.g. 1 month) are 
preferable to long periods, especially for 
newly designed Initiatives since it allows 
“quick wins” to be achieved and validates 
the format. SMEs generally tend to pre-
fer short time frames.

OPTIONS
• One month

• One week

• One weekend

• Kick-off event with 
presentation of 
challenges

• Final public event with 
presentation of solutions

TIPS

• It is difficult to schedule all the activities 
in compliance with the different stake-
holders’ agendas. The earliest actions 
need to be scheduled many months 
before their actual date.

• It is important to plan in advance for fol-
low up activities after the end of the Initi-
ative (e.g. measuring satisfaction and/or 
impact on seekers and/or solvers).

• If an Initiative takes a long time (e.g. 
months), it is advisable to keep seeker 
and solvers well informed about the next 
steps and state of progress.
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9. Governance
To run an Innovation Challenge might require the contribution of diverse or-

ganizations: you might have a main sponsors (e.g. a public administration) that 
wants you to run the Challenge; or you could be involved in just the design of the 
Initiative, and outsource its execution. Most likely the Challenge will have to get 
onboard various stakeholders for maximizing its impact.

HOW?

• Involve strategic partners that allows 
you to reach out to seekers, solvers and 
mentors.

• Involve stakeholders that improves the 
credibility of the initiative towards seek-
ers and solvers.

• Identify one player acting as the orches-
trator (might be you or a supplier act-
ing as intermediary) and as a reference 
points for seekers and solvers during 
operations.

OPTIONS
• In-house ran by the 

innovation agency within 
a wide partnership

• Designed and ran in 
cooperation with an 
intermediary

• Outsourced

TIPS

• If you decide to outsource the execution 
of the Initiative to a specialized interme-
diary, be aware that you’ll have to take 
part to its design anyway.

• All partners and stakeholders must have 
a buy-in in the Initiative, especially if you 
expect them to contribute to its effort 
(e.g. promoting it to solvers or seekers).
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10. Business model
One of the key aspects in a Challenge business model is financial sustainability. 

Seekers may be charged participation fees (solvers are normally not). Sponsors 
may help to cover costs. Ultimately, this decisions depends on the goal defined at 
the beginning. Some organizations have made a business out of offering Innova-
tion Challenges as a service.

HOW?

• The business model is closely tied to the 
goals of the Challenge. This will deter-
mine to what extent seekers and solvers 
are expected to contribute the costs of 
the Initiative.

• Fees should be set according to the scale 
of the seeker.

• Normally solvers are not charged fees 
and instead are offered prizes and incen-
tives.

OPTIONS
• Access fees required for 

seekers, free for solvers

• Free for seekers and 
solvers with costs 
covered entirely by the 
organizer or a sponsor

TIPS

• Consider getting sponsors to cover part 
of the costs. They might contribute other 
types of support such as mentoring or 
free access to resources (e.g. software).

• If a set of Innovation Challenges are 
implemented with the same format, but 
addressing different seekers and solvers 
in different industries, the economy of 
scale can offer substantial savings.
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11. IPR policy
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) must be astutely managed in Innovation Chal-

lenges since the cooperation between solvers and seekers generates exploitable 
assets and IPR. The ownership of the results and the rights of parties must be 
clearly defined. This includes under what conditions seekers will be allowed to 
exploit the solutions developed by solvers, how solvers will be acknowledged, etc.

HOW?

• Define clear IPR rules. Avoid legal issues 
and maximize impact by clarifying who is 
the owner of the results of the challenge 
(either the seeker or the solver). This is 
crucial for the Initiative to be recognized 
as valuable and trustworthy.

• IPR could initially be retained by the 
organizer, to be subsequently ceded or 
licensed (exclusively or not) to the seeker 
under specific circumstances.

OPTIONS
• IPR of solutions  

retained by solvers

• IPR of solutions  
ceded to seekers

• IPR of solutions  
options for seekers

TIPS

• Whatever policy is adopted, there must 
be no ambiguity in this matter.

• All IP must be shielded against illicit ex-
ploitation. Numerous parties (other seek-
ers, solvers, mentors, and experts) may 
acquire sensitive information regarding 
both the solutions and the challenges 
(e.g. product issues, industrial problems, 
business plans). Ensure that all interest-
ed parties sign an NDA – Non Disclosure 
Agreement.
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12. Regulations
What are the formal regulations and legal framework that you need to have in 

place to run the Initiative? What the legal constraints that you possibly need to 
consider? (e.g. abide with state aid legislation). Most likely, this may regard the 
way you will identify participants (seekers and solvers), set participation fees, and 
award incentives.

HOW?

• If needed, define clear eligibility and 
selection criteria for seekers and solvers 
wishing to take part to the Initiative.

• Design rules depending on who owns 
the funding and / or is responsible of the 
Initiative: different legislations may apply 
depending on that.

OPTIONS
• Public call to select 

seekers and solvers

• Applications open to 
certain beneficiaries 
only (e.g. from a given 
territory, or industry)

• Evaluation commissions 
to evaluate solutions and 
assign incentives

TIPS

• Define what criteria you will use to evalu-
ate solutions and award the incentives.

• Make sure you have sound procedures 
in place to support the evaluation work 
about applications and competing solu-
tions. Do not underestimate the amount 
of work required; involve experts sup-
porting you in doing so.
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How to use the  
Challenge Design Canvas

1. Print the full Canvas on a large sheet: it includes 
explanations of each Challenge block. 

2. First design the WHY, then the WHAT, and finally 
the HOW. Follow the numbers. 

3. Use post-its and design thinking techniques 
to facilitate co-creation with colleagues and 
stakeholders. 

4. A filled Canvas will sum up your design hypotheses 
about the Challenge: these need to be validated 
by talking to seekers and solvers and establishing 
whether they would be interested to participate. 

5. Start small: first validate WHY, then WHAT, and 
then HOW. Iterate. 

6. Be aware that the design might not be finalized 
by the time you need to start. Define key 
components first, and add details later. Be flexible!

Copyright © 2019 HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino, Business Oulu, TalTech. This work is licensed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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The Innovation Challenge Design Canvas Challenge Name
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1. GOAL
Innovation Challenges are ran to support Open Innovation in SMEs. However, an innovation agency may also wish to achieve 

specific strategic goals via a Challenge. For example, a Challenge could be expected to impact both SMEs and other participants. 

Clarifying these strategic aspects at the very beginning is crucial in order to avoid problems down the road.

5. ACTIVITIES
Activities are the problem-solving actions required to deliver solutions to the challenge. These include intellectual work related 

to specific and often innovative methodologies, requiring high level skills and know-how. Does the Challenge involve designing? 

Coding? Prototyping? Developing technology? Business modelling? Piloting / testing?

9. GOVERNANCE
To run an Innovation Challenge might require the contribution of diverse organizations: you might have a main sponsors (e.g. a 

public administration) that wants you to run the Challenge; or you could be involved in just the design of the Initiative, and 

outsource its execution. Most likely the Challenge will have to get onboard various stakeholders for maximizing its impact.

2. SEEKERS
Seekers are organizations (maybe more than one) that are facing one or more innovation problems and looking for answers. 

These might be the SMEs you want to support, or even Larger Enterprises (LE) you want to connect with SMEs. The seeker acts 

as “the client” of the initiative: the one who defines a specific problem or opportunity, and hopes to find some form of 

innovation via the Challenge.

6. SOLVERS
Solvers are the people or organizations conducting the activities and ultimately arriving at the solutions the seeker is hoping for. 

They can be individuals, teams, or even companies, and they normally compete to deliver the best solution. They act as the 

“suppliers” of the Innovation Challenge and they also must perceive obvious added value from taking part in the Initiative.

10. BUSINESS MODEL
One of the key aspects in a Challenge business model is financial sustainability. Seekers may be charged participation fees 

(solvers are normally not). Sponsors may help to cover costs. Ultimately, this decisions depends on the goal defined at the 

beginning. Some organizations have made a business out of offering Innovation Challenges as a service.

3. CHALLENGE
This is the innovation issue that entices seekers to take part to the Innovation Challenge. It could be a technical problem with a 

production process, a design problem related to the development of a new product, or an aspect of business. A challenge may 

also offer an opportunity. The challenge is what solvers will actively work on in their “problem solving” activities.

7. INCENTIVES
Incentives are the motivational elements that induce solvers to take part in an Initiative and try their hardest to deliver the best 

solution. Incentives can be financial or otherwise (e.g. improving know how, networking, visibility) and they might be awarded 

to certain solvers or all participants.

11. IPR
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) must be astutely managed in Innovation Challenges since the cooperation between solvers 

and seekers generates exploitable assets and IPR. The ownership of the results and the rights of parties must be clearly defined. 

This includes under what conditions seekers will be allowed to exploit the solutions developed by solvers, how solvers will be 

acknowledged, etc.

4. SOLUTIONS
This is the usable value-adding result that the seeker hopes to obtain from the Challenge, which should be the solution to the 

innovation problem submitted by the seeker, or significant progress towards its solution. It is the main motivation for seekers 

taking part in the Challenge, and something they are prepared to pay for.

8. TIMELINE
This involves the timing of the whole Initiative, with all its milestones, stages, and events. The most significant part is the time 

required to carry out the activities. Preparatory actions need to be planned, including the promotion of the Initiative, selection 

of seekers and solvers, training (if applicable). Follow up is also important. Overall, the timeline should be consistent with the 

expected results.

12. REGULATIONS
What are the formal regulations and legal framework that you need to have in place to run the Initiative? What the legal 

constraints that you possibly need to consider? (e.g. abide with state aid legislation). Most likely, this may regard the way you 

will identify participants (seekers and solvers), set participation fees, and award incentives.

Copyright © 2019 Hub Innovazione Trentino, Business Oulu, TalTech. This work is 
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

download Canvas here:

www.innochallenge-project.eu

Congratulations!
 

You can now start design your 
first Innovation Challenge!

printable version, 100x70cm

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu


How to implement 
a Challenge

3.
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Designing an Innovation Challenge is just 
the beginning of a longer journey. Although 
the most important decisions are made while 
drafting the canvas, conducting a Challenge 
and achieving its set goals requires thorough 
planning, coordinated effort between part-
ners, good customer relations, and efficient 
execution of all operations.

Conducting a Challenge requires crucial 
know-how at various levels: communication 
and promotion, managing expectations of 
seekers and commitment of solvers, organ-
izing events like workshops, monitoring the 
planned problem-solving activities, following 
up with the participants to assess satisfaction 
and impact.

The Challenge 
implementation journey

In this section we provide practical guide-
lines on what an Innovation Agency should 
be doing to implement a Challenge, starting 
from scratch (including tips about the design 
stage). The implementation process is broken 
down into 10 steps with useful guidance on 
how to approach each step. Finally, a few gen-
eral tips are provided from Open Innovation 
experts.

We hope this section will help you get 
ready to run your first Innovation Challenge!
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Define WHY 
• Think about what you wish to achieve by running the Challenge (results and 

long term impact). No Innovation Challenge should be run just for the sake 
of it.

• Innovation Challenges are designed above all to support SMEs: SMEs can be 
either seekers or solvers.

• Define what kind of seekers you plan to support (size, industry, etc.). It’s 
better to have a narrow scope.

• Define how many seekers and how many challenges per seeker you can 
support in one Initiative (one seeker may bring more than one challenge).

• Develop hypotheses on what problems seekers have, and what they would 
expect to obtain through an Innovation Challenge.

Learn
• Read this guide and explore the Canvas for a deeper 

understanding of the basic building blocks of an Innovation 
Challenge.

• See the Innovation Challenge examples provided in this Guide.
• Find out what has been done to date in your region to support 

innovation in SMEs. 
• Map the stakeholders.
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Define WHAT
• Think about what type of problem-

solving work (activities) the 
Innovation Challenge needs to 
implement in order to deliver the 
expected solutions.

• Think about how much time or 
effort that would require and what 
resources would be needed to carry 
out the activities.

• Think about who could act as solvers 
(they need to be capable of the 
activities) and how they could be 
motivated.

Co-design
• You now have enough hypotheses about the core 

value-adding elements of your Challenge design: 
it’s time to talk to SMEs or LEs that you think may 
act as seekers (or solvers) and check whether 
they would like to take part to the Challenge.

• Organize short one-to-one meetings with seekers 
(and possibly solvers) and learn whether they like 
the initiative. Be ready to update any of the WHY 
and WHAT elements.

• Use these meetings to learn the needs and 
expectations of SMEs (be they seekers or 
solvers): collect suggestions from them as 
regards the HOW.

• Adopt an iterative and adaptable approach: talk 
to seekers and solvers as soon as you have clear 
enough ideas about your design.

Define HOW
• Decide whether the Challenge will 

charge seekers fees, and how costs 
will be covered.

• Define whether there will be 
selection processes to identify 
seekers and solvers, and how 
applications will be assessed 
(eligibility and selection criteria).

• Define how solutions proposed by 
solvers will be evaluated and by 
whom, and the criteria that will be 
applied for awarding incentives (e.g. 
prizes).

• Define who will own the IPR of the 
Solutions.

• Define what partners and 
stakeholders you need to involve in 
order to conduct the Initiative.
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Plan
• Freeze the design and do thorough project 

planning for internal approval: costs, timing, 
expected results.

• Share the plan with all partners and stakeholders. 
If you expect them to have an active role, clarify 
what role and the effort they will need to put 
into the Initiative (e.g. helping to promote the 
Initiative).

• Prepare the required administrative and legal 
documentation (e.g. public call). If you have 
selection processes, prepare detailed application 
forms capable of collecting all the info you need 
to select the applicants.

• Prepare a thorough marketing and 
communication plan. Start this in good time and 
do not forget to leverage other partners and 
stakeholders.

Brief
• Before starting the actual problem-

solving actions (activities), 
collaborate with the seeker to add 
details to the challenge and the kind 
of solutions they expects. Make sure 
the challenge translates into clear 
objectives to set for solvers.

• Brief the solvers about the 
challenge, the expected solutions, 
and the objectives. If this is done by 
the seeker, be there to assist.

• Consider training solvers how to 
perform the activities, if this is 
necessary (e.g. students).

• If necessary, create teams of solvers 
and pair them with selected seekers 
and challenges.

Promote
• It is unlikely that anyone knows 

about your Challenges, and a lot of 
effort will have to put into actively 
promoting the initiative.

• Depending on the design, it 
might be necessary to establish 
connections and promote the 
Initiative to both solvers and 
seekers. These can be very different 
audiences and may require different 
communication strategies.

• Set up dedicated and up-to-date 
contact points like web pages, social 
media channels.

• Provide support for seekers and 
solvers as they go through the 
application process (if there is one).
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Follow up
• Keep in touch with the seekers (and possibly the solvers) to understand 

how they implemented the solutions and turned them into actual 
innovation.

• Assess satisfaction levels and request feedback on the Initiative to improve 
future project quality.

• Upload some examples of challenges and solutions on the website for 
promotional and reference purposes.

• Revise the design if necessary.

Perform activities
• Performing the activities is what allows the initiative to deliver 

the expected solutions. The activities are normally conducted 
by solvers but the organizer should closely monitor them, 
facilitating (e.g. with experts and mentors) and providing 
support if needed.

• Make sure seekers are aware of the ongoing activities and 
interim results.

• Solvers should be fully capable of performing activities before 
starting: consider providing them with training, if required.

• Consider ending the Challenge with a final event (including 
the award ceremony). Depending on the Initiative goal, 
inviting institutions and getting media coverage may be a 
good idea.
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What is key to a successful Innovation Challenge
by Open Innovation and Prize experts

Andy Zynga
CEO EIT Food; former CEO NineSigma 

It is important to help the innovation 
seeker to make a clear and concise 
challenge statement. It can be hard for 
experts in companies to make a simple 
statement all by themselves: they may 
look at the problem from an overly fixed 
and possibly too complex perspective.

Federico Frattini
Full Professor, School of Management 
Politecnico di Milano

The most important thing for a seeker 
is to understand that not all innovation 
problems can be solved through a 
Challenge. Innovation Challenges are 
very effective for problems that can 
be well delimited, that are not highly 
confidential, to avoid risk of knowledge 
spill-over, and for which the seeker has 
internal knowledge to quickly screen the 
suggestions from the solvers.

Marco Zappalorto
Chief Executive Nesta Italia

The most important thing to understand 
is that each Innovation Challenge is 
unique and in order to get the desired 
outcome it is essential to deeply 
understand the problem you are trying 
to solve and communicate it right across 
communities of innovators. 
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Nicola Doppio
Innovation Officer, HIT - Hub 
Innovazione Trentino

You can run an Innovation Challenge with 
the aim of improving the awareness of 
SMEs about the benefits of emerging 
technologies. Solutions obtained via the 
Challenge will represent a first step on 
a longer journey of innovation that the 
company will pursue with solvers or other 
partners.

Katre Purga
Startup Hub Manager, Mektory, 
TalTech

One key factor to ensure high impact in 
Challenges is to make sure the seeker is 
highly committed: not only to take part to 
the planned activities, but also to change 
current business practice to pursue real 
innovation. Make sure to involve the right 
people from the seekers (e.g. sitting on 
board or CXO level).

Satu Väinämö
DigiHealth Hub, University of Oulu

The importance of marketing and 
communicating the Challenge is often 
underestimated, therefore put sufficient 
effort into it. To promote creativity take 
an adaptable approach. A competent 
facilitator fosters the success of 
Challenges, therefore involve them right 
at the beginning of the journey.



Examples of existing 
Innovation Challenges 

4.
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This section presents a collection of Inno-
vation Challenges that have proven to suc-
cessfully support SMEs in achieving Open 
Innovation in different phases of the New 
Product Development (NPD) cycle. If you are 
an innovation agency you might want to im-
plement one of these. The innovation Chal-
lenges are divided to three categories based 
on the product development cycle phases 
they involve the most. 

Innovation Challenges to create ideas of 
new products/services or technology appli-
cations: 

1. IdeaSprint: to rapidly ideate new 
solutions

2. Smart Industry Idea Hack: to find new 
digital service concepts and business 
models for manufacturing companies. 

3. Industrial problem solving with physics 
(IPSP): to foster the links between 
physicists and industry

Innovation Challenges to co-create and de-
sign concepts or prototypes: 

4. PROTO Challenge: to nurture the 
adoption of additive manufacturing 
technologies within SMEs.

5. BIC Open Challenge: to put SMEs in 
touch with one LE in need of technology 
development 

6. SolutionJourney: to co-create concepts 
with SMEs, corporate and users.

7. Design Buldozer: to improve business 
through design

8. Product Development project: to solve 
companies problems and to work in 
multidisciplinary team

Innovation Challenges
ready for implementation

Innovation Challenges to test and validate 
prototypes with users:

9. UX Challenge: to test and improve 
digital products’ user experience. 

10. Agile Trialing: to experiment and test 
a prototype with users in an authentic 
setting
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IDEATION

IdeaSprint

1.

The IdeaSprint is a rapid ideation B2B in-
itiative allowing corporations or organisa-
tions to scout for new ideas.

On one hand, a large company presents 
challenges and opportunities it would like to 
tackle regarding innovative customer expe-
riences (with new or improved products or 
services). On the other hand, SMEs, startups, 
and possibly teams of young talents compete 
by developing solutions that include new 
product ideas and business plans.

One IdeaSprint is based on a three-day 
schedule, featuring briefing meetings, spar-
ring sessions between companies, pitches, 
and final awards. The results for the seeker 
company are new product and service con-
cepts, including business plans. The SMEs / 
startups that develop the winning solutions 
are destined to become new business part-
ners with the seeker company.

Full documentation is available to support your agency adopt this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact: 
a pirjo.koskiniemi@businessoulu.com 
A www.businessoulu.com

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Promote new business 
opportunities for the 
SMEs and startups

5. ACTIVITIES
Launching, Sparring, 
Pitching

9. GOVERNANCE
Managed and 
facilitated by 
Innovation agency

2. SEEKERS
Corporate or 
organisation

6. SOLVERS
SMEs, startups,  
pre-startup teams

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL

Free

3. CHALLENGE
Easily scout new 
product/services ideas 
and new partners

7. INCENTIVES
Possibility of a business 
deal, feedback from 
corporation

11. IPR

Free exploitation

4. SOLUTIONS
Solution ideas with 
business model

8. DURATIONS
3x0.5 day within one 
week (+ Preparation  
2 weeks)

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection calls 
for Solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

9. Governance

10. Business Model

11. IPR

12. Regulations
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http://www.businessoulu.com
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IDEATION

Smart Industry Idea Hack

2.

Smart Industry Idea Hack is an 8-hour 
event during which participants search for 
new digital service concepts and business 
models for manufacturing companies, based 
on their existing physical products. People 
with different profiles from different indus-
tries team up to hack the Industry 4.0 relat-
ed challenges of different manufacturers. 
The aim is to design innovative solutions 
where physical products supported by digital 
services enable the creation of new business 
models and revenue streams.

Full documentation is available to support your agency adopt this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact: 
a kadi.villers@tehnopol.ee
A www.tehnopol.ee

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Design innovative 
solutions in a one-day 
hackathon

5. ACTIVITIES
Presenting the 
challenge, ideation, 
team formation, 
mentoring, pitching

9. GOVERNANCE
Organised by 
Technology Park, 
publicly procured by 
Enterprise Estonia

2. SEEKERS

Manufacturers

6. SOLVERS
Students, professors, 
industry experts 
designers

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
Free event for seekers 
and solvers (public 
interest)

3. CHALLENGE
Solving problems in 
production

7. INCENTIVES
Wider perspective, 
recruiting, small 
prizes

11. IPR
Discussed between the 
formed teams

4. SOLUTIONS
New interfaces, 
wireframes, solutions, 
concepts

8. DURATIONS

8h

12. REGULATIONS

Public procurement

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

9. Governance
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12. Regulations
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IDEATION

IPSP

3.

IPSP - Industrial Problem Solving with Physics 
is an annual event organized by the Department 
of Physics of the University of Trento in collabo-
ration with the Research Support and Knowledge 
Transfer Division of the University of Trento, Con-
findustria Trento and Polo Meccatronica-Trentino 
Sviluppo. The initiative aims at fostering links be-
tween physicists and industry.

Manufacturing companies apply for the initia-
tive with industrial problems that may entail the 
study and modelling of the mechanical or ther-
modynamic behaviour of elements, the optimi-
zation of a production process, or the creation of 
devices and prototypes. Problems are addressed 
by teams of students over one week, during 
which they are given access to university instru-
mentation and facilities, as well as those from 
the participating companies, in order to carry out 
tests or collect field data. The IPR of the results 
are owned by the inventors (students). In order to 
proceed with industrialization of the solutions 
companies need to reach an agreement with the 
University.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Let companies know 
how applied physics 
can solve industrial 
problems

5. ACTIVITIES
Problem modelling, 
software simulations, 
lab testing, 
experimentations

9. GOVERNANCE
Organized by the 
Dept. of Physics in 
cooperation with the 
Tech Transfer Office of 
the University

2. SEEKERS
3 Companies (both SMEs 
and large) using high-
tech machinery and 
processes

6. SOLVERS
University 
undergraduates, Ph.D. 
students, and postdocs 
up to 35 years

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
€ 1000 fee is charged 
to the seekers; small 
access fee to selected 
solvers (e.g. € 20)

3. CHALLENGE
Mechanical, chemical, 
electrical, or technical 
problems regarding 
an existing product or 
manufacturing process

7. INCENTIVES
No prizes for solvers, 
just networking 
with companies and 
improved industrial 
know-how

11. IPR
Subsequent agreements 
are reached between 
inventors (solvers) 
and seekers - mediated 
by the TTO

4. SOLUTIONS
Better understanding 
of an industrial 
problem (model); 
prototype

8. DURATIONS
1 week of activities; 4 
months of preparation

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection 
procedures for both 
seekers and solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

9. Governance

10. Business Model

11. IPR

12. Regulations
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Full documentation is available to support your agency adopt this initiative. 
To know more about this initiative please contact University of Trento:
a df.supportstaff@unitn.it
A event.unitn.it/ipsp2018/

WHY? WHAT? HOW?
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CO-CREATION & DESIGN

PROTO Challenge

4.

PROTO Challenge is an initiative imple-
mented by HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino 
aiming at promoting the adoption of additive 
manufacturing technologies within SMEs. 
Companies apply for the PROTO Challenge 
through a public call notice and five mechan-
ical elements and products are selected 
based on specific challenges regarding their 
practical manufacture.

The PROTO Challenge lasts for one month, 
during which teams of students utilize ad-
vanced software for CAE – Computer Aided 
Engineering to analyse and redesign prod-
ucts in order to achieve improved structural 
performance, as well as practical manufac-
ture applying added value processes. At the 
end of the Challenge, the companies receive 
a new 3D CAD design that can be freely ex-
ploited to pursue prototyping. Companies 
also gain crucial know-how to help shift to 
more advanced manufacturing, and the op-
portunity to identify and possibly hire new 
talents.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Promoting the 
adoption of additive 
manufacturing 
technologies within 
SMEs.

5. ACTIVITIES
Use of advanced 
software to optimize 
topology and 
structural features of 
mechanical elements

9. GOVERNANCE
Managed by HIT - Hub 
Innovazione Trentino 
with support from 
regional partners

2. SEEKERS
5 manufacturing 
companies

6. SOLVERS
University students 
mentored by 
professionals

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
Seekers pay small fee

3. CHALLENGE
Optimize the design 
of mechanical 
elements to maximize 
benefits of additive 
manufacturing

7. INCENTIVES
Advanced training 
for solvers, expense 
vouchers for testers

11. IPR
Seekers own IPR of 
solutions

4. SOLUTIONS
3D cad designs of 
mechanical elements 
ready for 3D printing

8. DURATIONS
2 months of activities, 
4 months of 
preparation

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection calls 
for Seekers and 
Solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

9. Governance

10. Business Model

11. IPR

12. Regulations
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Full documentation is available to support your agency adopt this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino:
a tech@trentinoinnovation.eu
A www.trentinoinnovation.eu/proto-challenge-eng/
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CO-CREATION & DESIGN

BIC Open Challenge

5.

BIC OPEN CHALLENGE 2018 is an initiative 
by Trentino Sviluppo (Regional Contact Point 
of the Enterprise Europe Network in Trentino) 
aiming to facilitate collaboration in technolo-
gy and product development between large, 
small, and micro businesses. The Challenge 
is designed to help a large company, hosted 
in one of the Business Innovation Centres 
run by Trentino Sviluppo, to identify the best 
partner to design and pursue a technology 
development project starting from an unsat-
isfied need. 

The organizer and the seeker jointly select 
the partner (solver). The solver is then grant-
ed a cash prize plus other free services to 
execute the project, provided that it is based 
in the innovation centre for the duration of 
the project. The seeker and the organizer 
each cover 50% of the cost (including free 
services). The 2018 edition of the Challenge 
involved the development of IoT (internet of 
Things) technologies.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Facilitating 
collaboration between 
large, small, and micro 
companies with the 
aim of enhancing the 
capacity of the latter

5. ACTIVITIES
Technology 
development

9. GOVERNANCE
Organized and 
managed by Trentino 
Sviluppo

2. SEEKERS
A company hosted 
within BIC - Business 
Innovation Centres 
(incubators) run by the 
organizer

6. SOLVERS
Small and micro 
enterprises

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
Costs are covered by 
the organizer

3. CHALLENGE
Co-development  
of technology

7. INCENTIVES
The selected solver is 
granted a cash prize 
and some free services

11. IPR
Organizer owns 50% IP of 
results and has a 1-year 
non-exclusive right to 
licence it (most likely 
to the seeker, if the 
project is completed)

4. SOLUTIONS
Customer technology 
(e.g. IoT)

8. DURATIONS
4 month projects 
execution + selection + 
preparation

12. REGULATIONS
Call for selection of 
solvers. The seeker is 
directly chosen by the 
organizer.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

9. Governance

10. Business Model

11. IPR

12. Regulations
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Full documentation is available to support your agency adopt this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact Trentino Sviluppo Spa:
a andrea.morvidoni@trentinosviluppo.it
A www.bicopenchallenge.com
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CO-CREATION & DESIGN

SolutionJourney

6.

The SolutionJourney is a business idea-
tion initiative involving companies and end 
users in the co-creation of new product and 
service concepts. 

In the SolutionJourney a corporate (seek-
er) scouts new business and product ideas 
from competing SMEs. The initiative occurs 
in two stages: a first stage – typically lasting 
three days and involving around 15 SMEs – en-
tails the ideation and presentation of early 
product concepts. A second stage (normally 
one month) is reserved to only five selected 
SMEs who further co-develop concepts with 
end users. This stage is supported by expert 
user researchers. Finally, the seeker compa-
ny selects the best solutions and the SMEs go 
on to become business partners.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Promoting new business 
opportunities for SMEs 
by co-creating solutions 
together with LE, SME, 
and users

5. ACTIVITIES
IdeaSprint activities + 
Co-creation Workshops 
+ Online user 
involvement

9. GOVERNANCE
Managed and 
facilitated by 
Innovation agency and 
Living lab

2. SEEKERS
Corporate / 
organisation

6. SOLVERS
SMEs, startups

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL

Free

3. CHALLENGE
Find a new business 
partner who 
will extend the 
corporation’s offer

7. INCENTIVES
Possibility of a business 
deal, feedback from 
users & corporate

11. IPR
Free exploitation  
(+ NDA)

4. SOLUTIONS
Early solution 
prototypes

8. DURATIONS
3 x 0.5 day over one 
week + 3 x 0.5 day 
over 3-6 weeks (+ 
preparation)

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection 
calls for Solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline
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12. Regulations
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Full documentation is available to support your agency if adopting this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact: 
a pirjo.koskiniemi@businessoulu.com 
A www.businessoulu.com
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CO-CREATION & DESIGN

Design Bulldozer

7.

The Design Bulldozer is a development programme 

for businesses. Running the programme with an experi-
enced design manager helps companies exploit design 

in the best possible way. The programme consists of 

two main stages:

1. Design audit and establishing the terms of refer-

ence. The design manager performs a design au-
dit in the company by talking to the key company 

employees, and – if possible – with its customers 

and collaborators. The aim of the audit is to estab-

lish the company’s options for developing its use 

of design. The results are used to set the terms of 

reference for initial design purchases and to find a 

suitable cooperation partner for the work.

2. Design process. The chosen collaborator con-
ducts the design brief, and the design manager 

supports the company throughout the process. 

The role of the design manager is to promote the 

company’s interests and interface with the design 

agency from start to finish.

This gives companies the chance to work with ex-

perienced design managers – finding them for coop-

eration is not easy under normal circumstances. The 

key to the success of the programme is the company’s 

readiness to use its resources, both financial and HR, to 

notice good ideas and make them come true.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
To improve business 
through design

5. ACTIVITIES
Training and 
cooperation with 
designer and design 
agency

9. GOVERNANCE
Design promotion 
organisation and 
Enterprise Estonia

2. SEEKERS
Manufacturing 
companies

6. SOLVERS

Designers

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
Public procurement and 
company contribution

3. CHALLENGE
Find new products/
services

7. INCENTIVES
New or improved 
products and publicity

11. IPR
Owned by companies 
(seekers)

4. SOLUTIONS
New and improved 
products

8. DURATIONS
4+6 months

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection calls 
for Seekers and 
Solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?
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2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline
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12. Regulations
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Full documentation is available to support your agency adopt this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact: 
a info@disainikeskus.ee
A www.disainikeskus.ee/en
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CO-CREATION & DESIGN

Product Development Project

8.

The Product Development Project (PdP) 
course is primarily aimed at students of de-
sign, business, engineering, and anyone inter-
ested in the development of new products. 
It gives post-grad students an opportunity to 
solve real company problems and to work in 
multidisciplinary teams. For a company, a PdP 
project can be a very stimulating and inex-
pensive way to bring new ideas, technologies, 
or business plans to life. 

This very special whole-year course is 
aimed at students in the final stage of their 
studies. After many years of study, the stu-
dents have the opportunity to apply all their 
academic knowledge in practice.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Solving industry 
challenges with 
interdisciplinary 
student team

5. ACTIVITIES
Problem based 
learning, research, 
prototyping and 
testing

9. GOVERNANCE
University

2. SEEKERS
One manufacturing 
and service company

6. SOLVERS
Interdisciplinary 
student teams from 
Aalto and partnering 
universities

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
The cost is € 20,000 for 
the seeker

3. CHALLENGE
Future oriented 
products/services

7. INCENTIVES
Students selected to 
the team get credits

11. IPR
Belongs to the seeker

4. SOLUTIONS
New products/services

8. DURATIONS
9 months

12. REGULATIONS
Contract between 
university and Seeker
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Full documentation is available to support your agency if adopting this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact: 
a kalevi.ekman@aalto.fi
A www.pdp.fi
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TESTING

UX Challenge

9.

The UX Challenge is an initiative imple-
mented by HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino 
aiming at supporting SMEs in testing and 
improving the user experience with digital 
products. Companies apply for the UX Chal-
lenge through a public call notice and five 
products are selected based on specific UX 
innovation challenges such as improving usa-
bility, interfaces, or re-designing user flows. 
Products may include mobile apps, web apps, 
or other software.

The UX Challenge lasts two days and is 
based on the Design Sprint methodology 
applied to products and challenges by teams 
of students mentored by UX professionals. 
Each team focuses on a specific product/
challenge. Groups of appropriately select-
ed end users are involved in testing products 
and solutions proposed by teams, consisting 
of prototypes for information architectures, 
improved interfaces, usability improvement 
suggestions, and evidence from user testing.

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Impact on SMEs 
awareness of user-
centric design

5. ACTIVITIES
Design Sprint including 
thorough testing with 
selected real users

9. GOVERNANCE
Managed by HIT - Hub 
Innovazione Trentino 
with support from 
regional partners

2. SEEKERS
5 digital companies

6. SOLVERS
University students 
mentored by UX 
professionals

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
Seekers pay small fee

3. CHALLENGE
Fix user experience 
issues in apps and 
software; design new 
experiences

7. INCENTIVES
Advanced training 
for solvers; expense 
vouchers for testers

11. IPR
Seekers own IPR  
of solutions

4. SOLUTIONS
New interface 
mockups, wireframes 
and prototypes

8. DURATIONS
2 day event, 4 months 
of preparation

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection  
calls for Seekers  
and Solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. Goal

2. Seekers

3. Challenge

4. Solutions

5. Activities

6. Solvers

7. Incentives

8. Timeline

9. Governance

10. Business Model

11. IPR

12. Regulations
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Full documentation is available to support your agency if adopting this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino:
a tech@trentinoinnovation.eu
A www.trentinoinnovation.eu/ux-challenge-2/
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TESTING

Agile Trialing

10.

Agile Trialing is an initiative allowing cor-
porations (including public organizations) 
to engage with technology partners to test 
new consumer solution prototypes in a con-
trolled deployment environment.

Partners are mostly selected in a procure-
ment process. Selected companies (normally 
about three to five) are granted access to the 
company/organisation’s experimentation site 
to deploy and test the prototype solution. Tri-
al costs are covered by the corporate/organi-
sation. Before running trials (normally lasting 
one month) partners co-develop and plan the 
pilot with the seeker company. At the end of 
the trial audio feedback is collected from 
both end users and the testing environment.

It should be noted that the seeker purchas-
es the trial and its results, not the test proto-
type. 

WHY? WHAT? HOW?

1. GOAL
Fast experimentation 
with authentic user in 
the real environment

5. ACTIVITIES
Call for proposals, 
Experimentation/ 
testing, feedback 
workshops

9. GOVERNANCE
Managed and 
facilitated by the 
innovation agency and 
the test environment 
owner

2. SEEKERS
Public organisation, 
city organisation, 
corporation

6. SOLVERS
SMEs, startups

10. BUSINESS 
MODEL
Trials purchased by 
public organisation / 
corporate

3. CHALLENGE
Find new services/
products and get 
feedback from users

7. INCENTIVES
Possibility of a business 
deal, feedback from 
users and Seeker

11. IPR
Solvers own IPRs

4. SOLUTIONS
Prototypes tested 
with users in real 
environment

8. DURATIONS
1 Month for call, 
1 month for test 
planning, 2-4 months 
for testing

12. REGULATIONS
Public selection calls 
for Solvers

WHY? WHAT? HOW?
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8. Timeline
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Full documentation is available to support your agency if adopting this initiative.  
To know more about this initiative please contact: 
a pirjo.koskiniemi@businessoulu.com 
A www.businessoulu.com
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Project INNOCHALLENGE has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and inno-
vation programme under grant agreement No. 804454

This Guide was developed in the con-
text of project INNOCHALLENGE, a Eu-
ropean Project aiming at improving the 
capacity of innovation agencies to de-
sign and implement Open Innovation in-
itiatives such as hackathons, prizes, and 
Innovation Challenges for the benefit of 
SMEs. 

The partners of project INNOCHAL-
LENGE are HIT - Hub Innovazione Tren-
tino (IT - coordinator), Business Oulu (FI), 
and TalTech (EE). Between 2018 and 2019 
INNOCHALLENGE collected good prac-
tices, investigated the working model 
of Innovation Challenges, and organized 
peer-learning workshops for innovation 
agencies, policy makers, and stakehold-
ers whose mission comprises supporting 
innovation in SMEs.

A www.innochallenge-project.eu

HIT - HUB INNOVAZIONE TRENTINO sup-
ports regional business innovation and devel-
opment through advanced technology trans-
fer and innovation, fostering investments in 
new technologies, promoting new companies 
creation and running open innovation pro-
grammes to address industry challenges.

A www.trentinoinnovation.eu

TAL TECH Tallinn University of Technolo-
gy (TalTech), is the flagship of Estonian engi-
neering and technology education. TalTech 
runs Mektory Innovation Centre with startup 
incubator and accelerator programs.

A www.ttu.ee

BUSINESS OULU is an enterprise owned 
by the City of Oulu. BusinessOulu is re-
sponsible for implementing Oulu’s industry 
policies, and providing growth companies 
with development services. BusinessOulu 
creates an operating environment for busi-
nesses and entrepreneurship that promotes 
employment and the creation, operation, 
growth and competitiveness of companies.  

A www.businessoulu.com

http://www.innochallenge-project.eu
http://www.trentinoinnovation.eu
http://www.ttu.ee
http://www.businessoulu.com
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